
Analysis and Test Results of Phase Lock Circuit K21 

The main purpose of the Phase Lock Circuit is to find the resonant frequency of the cell and lock on it.  

The method it uses allows the system to adapted to changing conditions in the cell, temperature, 

containments in water, different water sources etc., which all change the exact resonant frequency. 

The Phase lock circuit has a lot of things happening in it. This circuit has more interfaces than any of the 

other circuits and those interfaces directly affect its functions.  If you look at the VIC controller card it 

contains not only K21 but almost of the circuits, it interfaces with as well.  I chose to build those circuits 

as separate cards, so it was easier to understand and test them.  In this case, I could not do that as K21 

will not function properly without some of the inputs from other cards.  While I had not planned it that 

way I had built and tested all those except the Pulse indicator circuit K14. As I had the circuit cards I used 

them to support testing of K21 with the exception of K14 as it requires a coil for its input which I do not 

have yet.  

You can look at K21 as having 4 separate pieces 

1. The input and output section the receive signal (A) the gate pulse and gated pulse.  This is a 

series of NOR gates. First conditions the gated pulse (A) the second combines it with (G) and 

they make up the inhibit signal to the CD40046B with creates the gate in the output when the 

both signals are high. 

2. The CD4046B which is the heart of the circuit.  It has three main parts see discussion below. It 

interfaces with all the inputs and outputs which it generates.  

3. The Lock section is a series of NOR gates that condition the Lock signal before sending it to K22 

and drives the LOCK LED. 

4. The series of 3 frequency dividers each step the frequency down by 10 and also drives the OSC 

ON LED.  The 4-position selector switch on front panel is also part of the group.  While the has 

been some speculation that this is part of the Phase Lock Loop (PLL) function I am not sure it is 

as my testing show the PLL functions works with using the dividers and they are not configured 

they way they would be in part of the PLL. My guess it they may be used to condition the cell by 

providing different frequency. 

In the input and output sections I cover all the interface including those required to run the chips.  In the 

analysis in testing section I will cover all the inputs and outputs and have include screen shots showing 

what the all look like as this was one my basic goals of building the circuits.   

To completely understand this process, you also need to be aware of what is happening on the other 

boards that generate input signals.  In this document, I will limit the depth of the analysis of those 

circuits as I will cover them in more details when I analyze those boards. 

I have not included an in-depth analysis of the CD4046B as it is a very complex chip, however, I have 

included a few references I used that were a great help to me.  I do discuss it a very high level so I can 

talk about the interfaces it used.   

Note:  In building and testing the circuit I found that several values, mostly capacitors, are missing others 

in the forum had found that information and published in this forum.  I have included reference to it 

below.  It was a huge help as I could not get CD4046B to work without the values. 



Note:  I also found that I had a lot of trouble getting the PLL function to work.  It turns out this function 

uses phase information of the signal to find resonant lock.  This CD4046B turns this information into 

voltage levels and uses voltage levels to create the frequencies.  The bias resistors and capacitors are 

used to determine the operating and scanning ranges.  Reason I mention it here is the putting the LED’s 

on the same voltage sources causes problems in getting PLL to work reliably.  I moved both LEDs to a 

separate 10-volts regulator and I was able to get the system to lock.  In some of the other circuits, the 

LED are shown on 10 volts source which was the reason I tried it here. 

Inputs 

1. Gated Pulse Frequency (A) from K3 

2. Gated Signal (G) from K21 (output fed back into CD4046B on pin 3) 

3. Resonant Feedback Signal (H) from K14 

4. Frequency Adjust control on Front Panel 

5. Voltage level (F) from Resonant Scanning K22 

a. Not locked – Double ramped voltage pulse 

b. Locked – Voltage level need to generate signal at resonance from input (E) 

6. VCC +12VDC (From -12VDC switching power supply in my case) 

7. Ground 0 VDC 

8. +10 VDC for LEDs – Shown as 12 volts on circuit diagram but that cause noise problems as it puts 

spike is source voltage 

Outputs 

1. Gated Signal (G) to Cell Driver K4  

2. Voltage Level (E) CD4046B is voltage VCO is using to create the current output frequency. This 

voltage level sent to Resonant Scanning K22. 

3. Lock Signal (L) to Resonant Scanning K22 

a. Low - no lock 

b. High - Locked 

4. Signal to Front Panel Lock IN Red LED 

5. Signal to Front Panel OSC ON Green LED 



Circuit with values from estate information 

 

Circuit Analysis 

 

Almost everything feeds into or comes out of A27, a CD4046B chip.  I found this application reference to 

be very useful in describing what the chip does. It gives a couple of uses for the chip besides the normal 

data sheet spec information.   http://www.ti.com/lit/an/scha002a/scha002a.pdf .  There is a lot going on 

in this chip and the description in the beginning of the reference document does a very good job of 

describing what it does, and I not going to try and repeat here.  However, I will highlight a few things 

and try to point out what type of signal to expect on each of the inputs and outputs as that is what I will 

be looking at in my testing. 

First a general comment about why this chip. It performs Phase-locked loops (PPLs) testing to keep 
signal a specific frequency within some selectable range and uses low power as stated in this quote from 
Section 1 of reference “The PLL described in this application report is the CD4046B, which 
consumes only 600 μW of power at 10 kHz, a reduction in power consumption of 160 times when 
compared to the 100 mW required by similar monolithic bipolar PLLs.”  This contributes to the low 
input power needed to drive the cell which appears to be one of Stan’s prime goals. 
 
The block diagram below from the same reference show the direction of the signals on each of the 
pins.   Note:  There is an error in diagram Pin 4 is out not in. 
 

http://www.ti.com/lit/an/scha002a/scha002a.pdf


 

Pins in CD4046 and use in Phase Lock Circuit  

1. Phase Pulses   Out  Scanner K22 Lock signal (L) 

2. Phase Comparator 1 Out Scanner K22 Lock signal (L) 

Comparator In  In This Frequency is output from pin 4, range selected by switch 

3. VCO Input   In Frequency from pin 4 or dividers (x10 each stage) 

4.  VCO Generated Freq Out  Combined Gate Pulse (A) and (G) signals   

5. Inhibit     In Normally Low – High with (A) and (G) are both low 

6. Voltage from C1  Input to setting center range of VCO 

7. Voltage form C1  Input to setting center range of VCO 

8. VSS   In  Ground 

9. VCO In   In Input (F) from Scanner K22 (Required for VCO to work) 

10. Not used 

11. VCO Resistor to GND Out From 50K POT to set center frequency and scan range 

12. VCO Resistor to GND Out Resistor to GND another input for operating range 

13. Phase Comparator 2  Out Across Resistors to (E) then Cap to GND (this is a voltage level) 

14. Signal In   In  Current Operation Frequency (H) in from K14 



15. Not used 

16. VDD  In +12 VDD (can be +5 to 15 VDC) 

 

The 4001 on top accepts signal (A) gate pulse frequency generated in the Gated Pulse Frequency 
Generator (K3) using the operational frequency used in the Digital Control Means circuit (K11) or 
K3. The first stage NOR gate conditions the (A) signal and passes it to the second stage with merges 
it with the (G) signal, carrier frequency, generated in this circuit.  The combined signal is passed to 
the CD4046B pin 5 (inhibit).  The result is normally low which allows the VCO to generate a 
frequency.  When low both (G) and (A) are low VCO output is stopped and gate created in signal. 
 
As the (G) signal changes it is fed back into the 4001 and process repeats keeping the carrier 
frequency in sync with the gate pulses. 
 
The 4001 on bottom of the circuit receives phase information from the output of the 2 Phase 
Comparators in the CD4046B and combines them.  When signals are in phase a lock signal is passed 
by the NOR to the second NOR.  The diode and resistor between the two NORs pulls the signal down 
so only a solid Lock signal gets through to the second NOR.  The second NOR drives the Lock LED 
and sends the Lock Signal (L) to Resonant Scanning K22 to switch its output.  
 
The 50K pot on pin 11 and the .1uf capacitor on pins 6 and 7 set the center frequency of the Voltage 
Controlled Oscillator (VCO). This center frequencies is sent out pin 4 to the three 4017 chips which 
each divide its input by 10.  They do the same functions as the chips in Variable Frequency 
Generator (K2).  The output of the 4 stages goes to the front panel switch.  The switch selects which 
of the frequency ranges is provide as the output signal (G) and fed back in pin 3 of the CD4046B as 
the current operation frequency.  The output signal also drives the Green LED on front panel to 
indicated that the system is on.  The big difference from K2 circuit is there the frequencies are set 
directly from the POT on front panel.  Here the POT sets the initial center frequency, same process, 
but here the operational frequency is scanning to fine resonance. Scanning voltage control pulse (F) 
is used by VCO to generate frequency, exception is if Manual Mode is selected on K22 then POT on 
K22’s front panel is used to select frequency to be output by VCO.   
 
The comparators in the CD4046B compare the current signal against prior state and then generates a 

new voltage that tells the VCO which way to adjust the output voltage.  The VCO make the change and 

the cycle repeats.  In there is no input signal the VCO defaults back to the preset center frequency.  

There is a fair-sized true table that is followed during this process.  For more detail see the referenced 

document which does a good job of explaining how it works.  Note:  The import thing here is the phase 

of the input signal (H) not the signal level as is it searches for pulse edges. 

Test Plan 

At this point I have all the circuits built but the Digital Means circuit which I currently do not plan on 

building.  However, I have not yet tested the Pulse Indicator circuit, so I do not have the input from that 

device to support testing of this circuit.  As the input to the CD4046B is the frequency of the signal on 

the core I plan on using a second CD4046B to manually generate a frequency to be used to test the 

Phase Lock Loop (PLL) functions. PLL with try to lock to this frequency.  What I do not have testing this 

way is a input (H) that is also varying while (G) is changing. 



I will be testing the circuit first with no other inputs but power.  Goal with be verify the function of the 

control POT and the frequency generation and dividers.  I believe this should work standalone, (it didn’t 

work as VCO need input on pin 9) I should also have a (G) signal I can look take an initial look at. Then I 

will add the (A) gate signal from K3 which means I will also need K2 hooked up to drive it. This should 

give me a look at the final form of the (G) signal as it will have but carrier and gate information.  I will be 

using another CD4064B in VCO mode to simulate frequency of the resonant back signal (H) if that works, 

I should be able to verify the (F) and (L) signals. 

A reminder, my primary goal is to see what signals look like as the move through the circuit and to see 

how the signals are changed based on the input device receives. 

Test step Configuration: 

 Bread board version of the Phase Lock Circuit K21. 

12VDC (VCC in circuit) will be provided from a 12-volt switching power supply as I had a couple from old 

computer equipment. 

Testing showed I also need 10VDC used LM317 to provide it directly to LEDs 

RIGOL DS1052E – Duel Channel Digital Oscilloscope will be used to capture the wave train.  Screen shots 

of signals at various locations through the circuit will included in test results.  Scope’s computer 

interface will be used to capture screen shots as will the clip-it function in window to get information 

into this document. 

Variable Frequency Generator (Board K2) hard wired and tested version.  Will generated frequency 

needed to drive (K3).  May use the output of a separate switch to select frequency to use for resonant 

testing as I do not have a signal generator. I will note this test where it occurs.  Alternate will be to use a 

second 4046 in VCO only mode as I built a standalone circuit to verify 4046 was working.  I have several 

chips so can use this circuit to generate another frequency to do lock testing.  One of he referenced 

videos was doing this. Turns out second V046 was easier to use for this test as I wanted a 4KHz signal 

and needed K2 at lower frequency to drive K3. 

Gated Pulse Frequency Generator (Board K3) hardwired and tested version. Will generate the gate pulse 

signal (A). 

Bread board version of the Phase Lock Circuit K21. 

Resonant Scanning Circuit (K22) Build and tested. Will use it in testing to verify interfaces on both 

boards. Will verify interfaces (F), (L), and (E).  The (F) voltage signal will be extensively used in verifying 

PLL functions.  Note:  Also found that PLL works better when (F) can contain the (E) signal. So it also 

needed to be hooked up and working. 

Tests with Results: 

Test setup changes to add signal (A) 

The initial tests of the A signal will be with K2 set up to use 50Hz output from card.  Timer output on 

card was set to 5KHz so stages are: 

Stage 1 – 5KHz 



Stage 2 – 500 Hz 

Stage 3 – 50 Hz 

Stage 4 – 5 Hz 

Verify input from Variable Frequency Generator (K2).  Switch on K2 is set to output of state 3 which is 

50Hz 

Channel 2 Blue – Output from board 

Verify that K3 is output pulse (A). in the desire range.  Check that LED is pulsing and use scope to set 

frequency in the desire range. 

Capture (A) before Zener Diode 

CH2 – blue input to board (A) 

CH1 – yellow input before Zener diode  

 

Capture (A) after Zener Diode, Inputs 12 and 13 of first stage of 4001 

 



Capture output 11 of 4001 

Ran into a problem was not able to get pulse through the 4001.  If you look at the scope traces you can 

see the reason.  Pulse is offset from zeros so 4001 never sees the zero state.  I did try one of the 

frequencies directly from the K2 board and that worked so I knew 4001 was OK.  There was a note by 

the Zener diode that it was added because of the LED on K3 which also added a pull up resistor.  Next 

question was what size Zener?  Researched articles on Zener diodes, ones that talked about using Zener 

diodes to reduce voltage had the answer.  I had purchased a box of Zener diodes as it was only a few 

dollars more than buying a few, the smallest one was 3V which is what I used as I did not want to reduce 

voltage too far.  That solved this issue, but I was not getting any output from the next stage of the 4001.  

But I had only the one input as I was not getting the (G) signal out of circuit.   

NOTE:  The desired output of the second stage is the low state.  That is because the signal goes to the 

inhibit pin 5 of the CD4046B.  The low state allows the VCO function to operate and high state stops its 

output.  The only time that happen is when both inputs to the 4001 NOR are low.  Turns out the 

problem was not that signal voltage was too low issue was it was not high enough to trip the gate, so it 

did not let the pulse through.  Signal of first stage never goes high so no pulse. It’s a NOR so output is 

always High (more detail below in testing section). 

So, I switched trouble shooting to why no output on pin 4 of the CD4006B.  Decided to take it out of the 

circuit and test it standalone so I could use known inputs.  Along the way I found a couple of good videos 

about using the 4046.  This one does is very good and easy to understand overview with scope shots 

showing what the 4046 is doing to lock on resonance. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SS7z8WsXPMk  

One of thing I like is it talked about each of the three functions of the 4046 it pointed me to look at the 

VCO is the initial step in my search for why no signal.  One of the other videos even showed using a 

second 4046 as another signal source to test the phasing. I will do this in my testing as this circuit to test 

lock functions and outputs.  While this video shows impact of changing components to the VCO 

operation it did not really show you the configuration being used to make it work. As I was just trying to 

get a signal on pin 4 I wanted to know how to do that.  I kept either getting nothing or a 12-volt flat line 

signal.  More research found several items on just using the VCO to generate a signal. 

This one helped a lot 

https://hackaday.com/2015/08/07/logic-noise-4046-voltage-controlled-oscillator-part-one/  

But I wound up using the circuit from this one though there is an error in diagram pin 4 and pin 11 

functions are reversed. 

   https://www.eleccircuit.com/the-100-hz-to-10-khz-square-wave-generator-by-phase-lock-loop-ic/  

Reason I liked this one is it showed I had another issue I needed to address, and it also provides clear 

guidance on choosing values for bias resistor and capacitors.  Turns out you need the (H) input for the 

VCO to function, which I did not have hooked up.  NOTE:  Also helps if you hook up VDD and VSS 

correctly.  I had reversed them and took a long time to find this as I drew breadboard circuit wrong.  

Built it according to my drawing wasn’t until I compare it to test 4046 that I caught it.  Cause by pin 8 be 

labeled VSS instead of ground. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SS7z8WsXPMk
https://hackaday.com/2015/08/07/logic-noise-4046-voltage-controlled-oscillator-part-one/
https://www.eleccircuit.com/the-100-hz-to-10-khz-square-wave-generator-by-phase-lock-loop-ic/


The circuit also showed an easy method to provide voltage by using a POT which is what I did to test the 

chip and experiment with values for the resistors and capacitors.  In doing all this I found I either had 

gotten a bad chip or had damaged it not sure which (like damaged as I has ground and +12V backwards).  

But I had purchase 2 so I am continuing testing with the good one. 

I am finding getting the center range set is a real pain.  Either I get real low ranges below 1Khz or I can 

easily get real high ranges 20-50KHz but trying to get ones about 4-12Khz is proving to be difficult.  Main 

issue is the capacitor values as it is real sensitive to this value.  It has been stated in other threads that 

the CD4046B has a narrow sweep range and I am seeing that.  Also, adjustments are very touchy a slight 

change in VIC Gating Adjust POT makes a big change. 

After quitting for the night, I got thinking given that circuit has the divide by 10 chips following it so the 

output of the second stage would be 5KHz, so as signal seems to be more stable in the range that may 

be where we want to set the center range.  So today I add the POT back to input 11 and replaced the 

resisters I was using for testing with the ones from K21 as I wanted to see what the range is with those 

values.  Answer is it depends on level of the voltage on pin 9.  By setting both at max value I can get 

250KHz at min voltage I get 30 KHz.  If I set the voltage so I get 100Kz without changing the resistance 

POT, then I can go as low as 32.5Khz using resistance POT.  It was easy to then set it at 50KHz and it gives 

a fairly stable frequency and dial is not as touchy. 

I spent a lot of time changing resistor and capacitor to try getting into correct range.  Even trying using 

50KHZ as center planning on using stage 2 of signal dividers.  Problem with this was there is a big 

mismatch in timing with control scanning voltage (F) form K22 and 50KHZ signal.  There was about a 4 

second gap between scans so system was not likely to ever lock on resonance.  One advantage of using 

Stan’s circuits and values is it showed 50KHZ was wrong frequency.  But also, big problem in this circuit 

as values for several of the capacitors are not shown on diagram.  Fortunately, others in the forum have 

solved that issue and found missing values see document at this link.  Using correct values solved a 

couple of different issues and I was able to get system to lock using my test setup.  Will cover that 

below. 

Re: Understanding SM Driver Circuit, Building A Test Driver Voltage control Board 
« Reply #143, on December 20th, 2016, 09:24 AM »Last edited on December 20th, 2016, 09:31 AM 

Quote from haxar on December 19th, 2016, 12:39 AM 

New revised manual adjusting VIC schematic: 

 

http://open-source-energy.org/?msg=41523  

 

I have not done any testing on the circuit that generates the (H) so I am not sure what normal voltage 

level for that signal is yet. I expect 12+ volts as that is the output level of VCO.  Output has stayed steady 

at the level through all the testing even at zero volts. I just took at quick look at the Pulser Indicator 

Circuit K14, to see what voltage level out would be and I am still not sure as it comes out of the 918m,  I 

know a 741 would be no higher that 10-volts but have now worked with this chip yet though I do have 

one coming from eBay. I do have the bread board of that circuit built just missing the 918m but do not 

know yet how I am going to test it without a core and coil. 

http://open-source-energy.org/?topic=2820.msg41548#msg41548
http://open-source-energy.org/?msg=41524
http://open-source-energy.org/?msg=41523


This may be more detail than people are looking for, but it is things I wanted to know as it tells we why 

these values and what happens when you make a change to the controls. 

 

NOTE: Turns out H is frequency signal and voltage level does not matter as long as it is high enough to 

do a phase check.  I used both a 12v and a 10v signal and it did not change PLL test at all. 

 

Testing of Output of CD4046B Pin 4 

This is to test the function of the CD4017 dividers to see it they are function properly. For this phase of 

testing I have disconnected most of the outputs from the CD4046B and I am using an external voltage 

source to provide voltage on pin 9 so I get a signal out of the VCO.  I have set the center frequency using 

the resistance to 50KHz. 

Capture the output of 4046 pin 11 before entering first 4017, switch setting 4 

CH1 Yellow 5V/Div connected to output of 4046 pin 4 A27 

CH2 Below 5V/Div – Input to 4017 A28 pin 14 (probe at output of switch) 

No change in signal as expected but verifies wiring all the way through switch 

 

I could not get any to the 4017 to work thought I had done something to them.  Setup to test them 

standalone.  Found a quick and easy circuit that would allow me check if bad or not.  I had a few extras 

so was going to start testing with them.  When I got package out, I read label to see it was correct one. It 

was the one I was looking for, but I found I had ordered wrong ones they were 40174s a different chip.  

Ordered correct one will be here in a few days $6 for 15 on Amazon. 

I might be able to do some other testing with of the 4046 as they way I built the circuits I had to use two 

breadboards as I put all the 4017s on a separate board for space reasons.  I think I can check the 

resonant functions without them.  At least the lockup part as I now have Resonant Scanning board 

tested so I can use that. 



Reporting mistakes as well as what worked.  Keep trying to figure out why I could not get 4046 to work 

in circuit.  I put in test circuit I built, and it worked.  Put it back in circuit and I could not get pin 9 to 

work.  Finally, after several hours found I had hooked up ground and +12v backwards.  Surprising this did 

not damage chip.  Diagram I was using to layout breadboard had pin 8 labeled Vss instead of GND. As 

both pin 8 and pin 16 were colored red I missed this.  In my mind if 8 was power then 16 had to be 

ground.  Funny thing is I wonder why this chip was different than others.  Lucky these chips are cheap. 

I am using a 1nF capacitor to get a center range of 50Khz.  I set this using Manual mode of K22 and Freq 

Adjust POT on front panel of K21. 

As long as I had K22 hooked up I switched to Auto mode to see the sweeping action.  The double ramp 

pulse out of K22 is turned into a sweeping pulse that varies from 33.8KHz to 78.5KHz on about an 8 sec 

cycle with 6 seconds of that being a pause.  It ramps up very slight pause at top then ramps back down 

then pauses. 

If you look at input to pin 9 without changing scope all you see is the voltage going up and down, you do 

not see the double ramped pulse unless you slow the scope way down. 

Capture pulse at bottom during pause 

Done at the output of Switch on front panel. Switch set to 4x the output right out of pin4 of 

CD4046B 

 

Capture pulse near top of sweep 

Blurry screen is due to slow update rate to computer display of scope 



 

Capture Pin 9 double ramped pulse  

I slowed the scope way down to show input (F) on pin 6 from K22 that is creating the scan this is 

the double ramped voltage pulse.  Show here slowed down to show what is driving the scan. 

 

Note:  The lock LED comes on during the 4 sec pause then goes off when scan starts.  I did check and the 

Lock signal is being sent to board but does not have much an effect on pulse as it is in sync with pulse.   

NOTE:  I have left this 50KHz testing in here as it shows large range of CD4046B and also to shows 50KHZ 

to be wrong signal and why. I have already done some quick checks with new capacitor values from 

reference above and system is working much better.  I will repeat VCO tests with new values below. 

Tried to Resume Testing after Changing Capacitor and Resistor Values those in Reference above 

At this point I have hooked up my Resonant Scanning Card K22, so I have (L), (E) and (F) all connected. I 

also have a CD4046B operating in VCO only mode.  This gives me a frequency source I can used for the 

(H) signal.  This will be the signal I will be using to test PLL function. 

At least that was my plan and worked to a point.  All the interfaces worked, and I will show that below 

but while I could get the system to lock it was very touch and would not stay long and took a long time 

to resync when it dropped out.  I spent a couple hours resetting ranges of sweep and voltages using the 



POTS on the front panel of both K21 and K22.  That helped some but it would still not stay and lock and 

strangely it lock seem to change when I move in my chair. 

Finally found cause!!  Power source for LED makes a huge difference on ability to CD4046B to lock on 

signal.  After I got ready to test, I could not get system to stay locked in lock.  Both external frequency 

source and VOC output were jumping around about 100Hz.  I was using same 12 VDC switching power 

supply as source.  After checking that everything was hooked up, I decided to power external 4046 with 

10-volts from LM317 I was using on K22. With this change the frequency out of external 4046, which I 

was using for (H), became much more stable.  But VCO pin 4 output was still moving around.  I could get 

it into lock by touching my desktop, but it would not stay long and if I move it would drop out and take a 

while to resync.  Finally, I notice one of the test leads I had on lock signal was touching the desktop. 

Moving it helped at little, also making the Lock connect more secure helped but did not solve the issue.  

As both helped, I thought about this connection some more.  Per circuit diagram I had hooked both LEDs 

up to 12-volt source but had seen it in other places hooked up to VEE so I decided to try hooking it up to 

the 10-volt output of the LM317.  As soon as I did this the system locked up and now stays in lock even 

when I change the frequency of external source.  I can now make huge changes in frequency and they 

are tracked instantly.   

 

Here why I think this makes a difference the VCO is a voltage-controlled device.  The LED switching on 

and off makes enough difference in the voltage source on the control POT to slight shift the voltage 

which causes the frequency out of the VCO to also move.  The LM317 isolates the LED from this change 

and makes the system a lot more stable.   

Back to Screen Shots 

As I am setup to look at PLL function I will continue here 

Capture Output of VCO Pin 4 

CH1 Yellow – (H) from external CD4046B (using 10-volt supply so output at 10VDC) 10v/Div 

CH2 Blue – VCO pin 4 output frequency 

Math function Purple - (A-B) CH1-CH2 Peaks show when out of phase 

  



Capture frequencies at high setting 

Turned up frequency – I did change frequency range with Freq Adjust pot as I had set it tighter 

when I was having problems 

Same scope settings only change was to pot setting to change range and to adjust Pot on 

external 4046 to change frequency 

Note the purple spikes are constantly changing as there are slight changes in frequencies 

 

Change frequency to low setting 

This is the lowest I could go but had to change the Control POT on front panel to lowest setting. 

But this also pulls down the high range so not a useful setting 

 

 

Capture 5KHz again after setting top range about 8KHz 

There is a limit on the range available it gets large as you increase Freg Adjust POT on front 

panel, but it also pulls up bottom range.  System will not lock if you get outside range.  8-9KHz 



seems to give you a middle about 5KHz. You see this by setting Freg Adjust POT then changing 

(H) goes out of lock when you hit limits of range.  You can also do this using Manual Mode and 

Manual Freg Adjust POT on K22. 

 

Capture E while in lock 

CH 2 Blue – 10v/Div  

Note: E is the voltage level required to generate a signal at locked frequency in the case 

5.102kHz. 

 

Capture F while Locked 

CH2 Blue – Voltage level 

Looks a lot like E because it is E in locked mode 



 

Capturing F in unlocked mode would require completely changing scope settings but I will copy trace 

here from earlier testing for reference as you need to have scope set at very slow setting 

 

 

Capture L while in lock 

CH2 Blue – Voltage level High  

We are in locked state when signal is High 



 

Capture L while not locked 

CH2 Blue – Voltage level Low 

We are in unlocked state when signal is Low 

 

Received CD4017 today so added them to circuit after above testing. I am not sure what they do besides 

add voltage and noise to off delay and affect pulse width slightly.  The next set of scope shot will show 

what I mean. 

Capture G stage 4x on switch 

CH1 Yellow – H input pin 14 

CH2 Blue - G output of pin 4 

Math Purple (CH1-CH2) to show phase  

What’s hard to show is the noise on top Yellow and Blue pulses and moving spikes on purple.  

Also, the pulse width are moving slightly can see this if you look at pulse in readings.  I woke up 

the next morning thing about this and I think I know may know where the small spike on top of 



signal are coming from.  I think it is the chips counting.  They can be used to directly drive an LED 

with a pull up resistor which means they need to draw the current to do that putting a load on 

the voltage source.  I only noticed this as I did earlier testing without them in the circuit and did 

not have these small spikes.   

 

Capture G stage 3x on switch 

CH1 Yellow – H input pin 14 

CH2 Blue - G output of pin 4 

Math Purple (CH1-CH2) to show phase  

With Scope set to trigger on Channel 1 

 

With Scope set to trigger on Channel 2 

As I expected this changes output frequency and we will be out of lock as my source did not 

change frequency which would not be the case in real system 



 

Set output frequency to 1Khz and change input frequency to 1KHz 

By adjusting frequency on source and center with Freq Adjust I got it lock but it has a very 

narrow search range. 

 

Capture 2x on scope 

 CH2 Blue shows frequency stepped down by 10 

I can not set my input any lower so this G2 at this setting normally H would follow. 

 



 

Capture 1x setting on switch 

CH2 Blue- G Output without gate 

 

Just to see what would happen I routed G/3 to input H pin 14 and got this 

I though it should lock up and it did.  Will need to do more testing of this switch with the input 

from feedback circuit. 



 

 

Set system back to 5KHz to test impact of signal (A) input 

At this point I have finished test all the interfaces but (H), (A) and (G).  I am mostly satisfied that the (H) 

interface is working but will do more testing much later when I have a valid input source for it. 

As everything else appears to be working though system does do a resync every 8 seconds.   

This is screen when in lock 

CH1 Yellow – My (H) input  

CH2 Blue – (G) on its output (no gate input) 

Math Purple – Shows the phasing difference between (H) and (G) and the spikes up and down 

are the voltage adjustments to keep signals locked. The addition negative voltage is because I 

am using 10 volts on 4046 providing the (H) signal.  This shows a very solid lock.  Before I 

removed the LED the spikes where large and both pulses and constantly moving. 

 

 



This is screen when searching 

CH1 Yellow – My (H) input  

CH2 Blue – (G) on its output (no gate input present) 

Math Purple- Here you can see the phasing difference 

 

Not sure if the scan every 8 second is a problem or not.  I have seen a couple of references that 

this can be problem for some PLL devices if the edges are aligned to sharply.  I need to do more 

research on this.  It may be that my source signal is too stable not sure, but I wanted to report 

what I am seeing. 

Back to when I was trying to test input (A) so I could see affect on (G).  Turns out I could not get it to 

work.  Signal (A) is there but I could not get it through the first stage of 4001.  I know the 4001 works as I 

used signal from 4046 test source to test it and it lets pulse through. When I got thinking about device 

and looking what I was seeing I realized signal not being zero was not the problem as output of 4001 

was high. This is normal when inputs are both low and, in this case, both inputs are (A).  This meant the 

sign was never going high enough to cause the 4001 to go low so no pulse.  This caused me to look at 

the level of the input signal.    When wired per diagram with 2.2k resister to ground Vmin 200mV, Vmax 

2.8V and Vpp 2.6V before Zener and Vmin 0V, Vmax 800mV and Vpp 800mV after.  I tried moving 

resistor to +12 to try and pull signal up instead of down and got Vmin 1v, Vmax 4V and Vpp 3.2V before 

Zener and Vmin 1.6V, Vmax 4.8V and Vpp 3V. 

From these numbers you can see wiring it the way that is shown on the diagram the Zener did what I 

thought it was supposed to do drop signal level to zero.  But that leaves a signal that will never get 

through the 4001 even with the resister configured as a pullup, the level is just not high enough.  I did 

get signal through using 10 ohm and even a 39 ohm pull up but not a good thing.  They got extremely 

hot and in a little while fried value paint markings.  Also, I am not happy with load they are putting on 

circuit voltage source.  By the way voltage need to trigger was near 7V.  Did not try to find exact range as 

I did not want to damage something else already did enough of that during this testing. 

So, I need different way to fix the interface mismatch.  The mismatch really puzzles me as K21 is the only 

place (A) is used.  I know this can be solved as this is done in Analog Voltage Generator Circuit K8. 



For now, this means I will need to delay further testing until I build something to raise the voltage. 

 

Test Circuit to convert (A) 3-volt Signal to 12-volt Level Signal 

On a bread board I built everything in circuit Analog Voltage Generator Circuit K8 from input through the 

first 2 amplifiers Q1 and Q2 including the 2 resistors on the output of Q2.  This the part of the circuit I 

built. 

 

Test Configuration 

Test configuration for testing this circuit 

K2 and K3 configured as in above tests but output K3 signal (A) is hooked to input of test circuit 

Capture Signal (A) and output on new circuit. 

CH1 Yellow - Signal (A) at input to new circuit 

CH2 Blue – Output of new circuit from Q2 after 1K but before 47K pull up  

Input Vpp(1)  2.8V  

Output Vpp(2) 12.4V 



 

 

This should be the level I need to input to K21.  I expect the Zener and the 2.2K pull down resister in 

circuit as drawn should lower signal to levels required.  Will to test to verify. 

I do not plan posting all the intermediate steps for circuit here as there are in the K8 report and I did not 

change anything. 

 

Look at signal G now that gate interface is working. 

I track the Gate Pulse raised to 12V all the way through circuit from input until it reaches pin 5 on the 

CD4046B.  It now does what I expect as output of the first stage of 4001 now matches the input and 

output of second stages merges with (G) and there is a pulse sent to the inhibit input pin 5.  This pulse 

looks close to the (A) signal and that is what I would expect.  Before making this change it was always a 

flat line. 

Went back to look at signal (G) which is now the combined Gate and Carrier signal. VCO generated 

output now has the gate pulse in it. 

The good news is the signal has the Gate pulse in it the bad new system is now having a very difficult 

time locking.  I expected this as Matt Watt had reporting in his testing of this circuit and thenew version, 

he is building that the gate interfered with the ability of the system to find and lock on resonance. 

One thing I notice before fixing gate is that while the system is solid lock as you can see from 

this picture is the phasing spikes are on the leading and trailing edges and that they do not move 

around much but system still drops out of lock every 8 seconds. 

What is interesting is that with gate in system the opposite happens.  The system only enters 

lock every 8 seconds then only briefly. 

I did find a few articles that talked about an 8 sec problem with some PLL devices.  They were 

talking about using additional circuits to fix issue.  Seems to be a problem when you have a 

strong lock with sharp edges.  So, I am not sure this is caused by something the 4046 or by the 

control wave train created in K22.   



 

With the gate pulse working I if a put the gate pulse on screen and trigger on it you can the gate 

in the (G) signal.  If you also turn on the Math function you can see them out of phase as well.  If 

I turned the scale on scope to show high frequencies and then adjust gate width on K3 you can 

see effect of gate on combined pulse train so that part of system is working the way in is 

described int Stan’s documentation. 

Best way to see the pulse effect and is to stop the scanning control pulse is by putting K22 in 

manual mode and set the frequency using the Manual Freq Adjust Pot.   Now if you vary the 

pulse width using VIC Gating Adjust on K3 you can easily see the gate size changes. 

I tried several things trying to get system to lock while gate pulse was present.  Setting the gate 

frequency to real low values seemed to the biggest help.  Every once in a while, you could see 

the frequency of the (G) signal flash on scope screen.  Most of the time frequency was below 

1KHz.  I looked like it was scanning is too slow for it to get higher frequencies then a gate would 

appear, and it scan would continue.  Then 8 seconds would occur then a faster scan would 

happen, and you would see a brief lock then back to slow scan. 

I tried to adjust frequency and the center point, and nothing seemed to make lock better when 

gate was present.  Only thing that seemed to always work is stopping the gate by either 

disconnection it, pulling Zener or putting on 2.2K pull down resister, basically killing inhibit 

functions. 

I was being to believe that the scanning control wave train being created in K22 was running too 

slow or not formed correctly (see picture) as there is a large gap in-between each pulse.  If you 

look at data sheet for 4046 it show scanning pulse to triangle wave train.  I think this is what I 

am see every 8 sec as this would be a fast scan.  I when to bed thinking this is a problem that 

needs to be fixed. 

I woke the next morning with a different view.  What if this is the way it is supposed to work and 

why.  My test of K22 shows that the scanning control pulse wave train never stops, and it is not 

reset.  What does happen in lock it is switched out for (E).  When lock it lost the control pulse is 

switched back at what every stage it is at.  So, what you have is a constantly varying signal at a 

fix rate, no signal for long period and then short scanning pulse and cycle repeats constantly.  If 



voltage increases with frequency increases and decrease when frequency decrease aren’t you in 

effect generate a wave that varies from 0 to max value then back to 0 on a set cycle like the AM 

wave in Puharick’s patent. 

Assuming this is what the system is doing how would you use it?  How about using it in the 

condition phase and with the decade switches to step through the conditioning step up in 

voltage on the cell.  Keep in mind that resonant lock on the cell is not your goal at this point 

getting the cell to be conditioned is. 

Ronnie Walker and others say scope is jumping all over the place when then look at the signal 

coming out primary coil.  Maybe this is what they are seeing. 

I did do a quick check of what could happen in you feed output signal (G) back into (H) to see 

what would happen and I got immediate lock which you expect as they are the same signal not 

sure what you would see with real feedback.  Will have to wait until I get more of system 

working with real feed to see what really happens. 

Try Lock Testing with Pin 4 Fed back into Pin3 

Today I decided to look at the data a different way.  I had been using a constant 5KHz signal as my (H) 

input which means system was trying to lock on this.  As I was thinking about my current testing, this 

does not match the real case as input frequency should be close to the output frequency as it is fed back 

from signal being put into coils.  I actually knew this when I started testing, I just got hung up on 

resonance at 5Khz.  The following test are still not correct as I am feeding output of pin 3 into input for 

(H).  This means signal will have the gate information in it as well as different frequencies when signal 

rate is switched using front panel as (G) is fed into pin 3.  It will not have any of the delays generated it 

the coils.  

When I do this, I get solid lock and this pulse train (It stayed in solid lock for the all the next 

series to tests) Scan cycles every 8 sec.  Switch setting of 4x 

 

With wider pulse changed on K3 



 

Same pulse width at low end of scan 

Note difference in frequencies 

 

Scope changed to show max width of pulse 

Here you can see the frequency of the output changing and the small off time 

NOTE: I do not trust the frequency reading on scope with signal compress this much 



 

Zoom in and capture 2 pulses 

Here it is at High end all I changed is scope to look at 2 pluses  

Note the frequency  

 

Same settings but captured at low frequency 



 

Same setting and showing frequency starting to rise 

 

Change switch setting on K21 to 3x 

As things change on screen I want to note that I did not change probes position just adjusted 

scope to get pulses on screen. 

CH1 is H coming from pin 3 so input in this case 

CH2 is (G) output of ping 4 

Flat line at very low end this is as scan starts to rise 



 

This is a high end of scan note lower upper frequency than at 4x 

 

Capture switch setting 2X 

Only change was to scope to capture 2 pulses at lower speed 

 



Interesting both grow from left likely artifact of trigger on falling edge 

 

At higher end 

Again, frequency in CH2 most likely not correct due to compress wave train 

If zoom scope upper end is around 6KHz 

 

Capture 1x data  

Again, only change is to scope to  

System stays in solid lock 

CH1 Yellow – input to pin 3  

CH2 Blue – Output of pin 4 

As far as I can tell this maybe what is happen in 8 sec period and I have scope set at rate that 

you can see it. 

 



 

This one shows it with large CH2 pulse when CH1 pulse is positive 

It also shows CH1 negative pulse is expanding then it pulses smaller twice and cycle repeats. 

Hard to show with just screen shoots. 

 

Last one with scope zoomed out to show real frequency of CH2 



 

Found cause 8 sec later in testing but will report why here.  Check lock signal and had random spikes 

then decided to check (F) from K22 as I was in solid lock and should see a flat voltage except for every 

8 sec. So, thought must be something in K22 but then wonder why it was zero volts and (F) should be 

(E) when in lock.  I then checked them both together and the both changed in step so K22 not source.  

I also check the Lock signal and it is not changing state so something in 4046 is changing the state of 

(E) every 8 seconds and causing a scan. 

Interesting series of tests.  Removing the fixed frequency input allowed me to see better the effects of 

some of the other elements in the system. 

Test Results and Conclusions 

Power source for LED makes a huge difference on ability to CD4046B to lock on signal.  After I got ready 

to test, I could not get system to stay locked in lock.  Both external frequency source and VOC output 

were jumping around about 100Hz.  I was using same 12 VDC switching power supply as source.  After 

checking that everything was hooked up, I decided to power external 4046 with 10-volts from LM317 I 

was using on K22. With this change the frequency out of external 4046, which I was using for (H), 

became much more stable.  But VCO pin 4 output was still moving around.  I could get it into lock by 

touching my desktop, but it would not stay long and if I move it would drop out and take a while to 

resync.  Finally, I notice one of the test leads I had on lock signal was touching the desktop. Moving it off 

helped at little also making the Lock connect more secure helped but did not solve the issue.  As both 

helped, I thought about this connection some more.  Per circuit diagram I had hooked both LEDs up to 

12-volt source but had seen it in other places hooked up to VEE so I decided to try hooking it up to the 

10-volt output of the LM317.  As soon as I did this the system locked up and mostly stays in lock even 

when I change the frequency of external source, currently still have drop out every 8 seconds that 

quickly relocks. (see testing notes for more detail).  I can now make huge changes in frequency and they 

are tracked instantly.   

 

Here why I think LED voltage source makes a difference, the VCO is a voltage-controlled device.  The LED 

switching on and off makes enough difference in the voltage source on the control POT to slightly shift 

the voltage which causes the frequency out of the VCO to also move.  The LM317 isolates the LED from 

this change and makes the system a lot more stable. 



 

The interfaces work with the following exceptions 

1. (A) – needed to raise signal to 12-volt levels to get it to pass through first stage of 4001.  I used 

part of circuit from K8 to do this (see testing notes) 

2. (G) – I did test the front panel switch and it does change the output.  Limited testing, I did with 

feeding output directly back into as (H) showed system would lock on this signal.  Again, need to 

do more with input from system with coils and real feedback signal.  

3. (H) interface works but need to test real signal.  I am happy with my test setup as far as seeing 

the interface to CD4006B worked. 

If you plan on building this circuit, you will need all the values including those missing from the circuit 

diagrams.  The capacitor values are very critical.  Put LEDs on separate power source they create too 

much noise on system that is using voltage levels to create precise frequencies. 

You will need to understand the VCO and how voltage is used to generate signals.  It was not until I read 

the 4046 datasheet which explained it use did I to begin to understand this.  It after reading it the signal 

that K22 generates to cause system to scan made sense.  The VCO wave diagrams shows it as a triangle 

wave.  What that means the scanning voltage is rising and falling which causes the VCO to generate a 

signal that rises in frequency then falls in frequency and cycle repeats in resonance is found.  The signal 

from K22 looks like what I call a double ramped pulse as it is a pulse train with a rising ramp on leading 

edge and falling ramp on trailing edge.  I believe this is by design even the clipped top as it provides time 

for system to settle be starting another cycle. Note:  The clip could also be caused by voltage as my 

voltage is 12.6 volts. 

Lock does not mean exact frequency match, but that frequencies being compared are within phase limit. 

Limit appears to be inside of pulse width from what I could see watching the Math function that shows 

phasing pulses. (This is explained very well in one the video I referenced). 

The scanning limits I was able to set seem to be narrower that those recommended.  But they work but 

are very difficult to set.  A very minor change in POT has a very large change and there is lag is system 

when you make them.  I did notice if I got upper limit too high, they sometimes locked on 10K.  When I 

check I then found lower limit was also too high, center of range shit toward upper end. 

The decade counters do what I expected.  However, I cannot determine their primary function as they 

do not appear to be needed by this circuit.  The data sheet shows using decade counters to set very 

precise frequencies but the ones in this circuit are not configured that way.  This leads me to believe 

that have another purpose.  It possible they can be used to provide different frequency during 

conditioning without making changes to operational settings.  I do not know for sure only that Ronnie 

Walker in one of his posts mentioned voltage can be increased by raising frequency and that you need 

to raise voltage in phases during conditioning. 

Recommend you also take a look at the last series of tests before conclusions as the decade counter 

seem to change the relationship between the signal on pin 3 and output on pin 4 not sure how, but and 

really see this in the output of the last 2 stages (2x, 1x). 

When I switched to using pin 3 as my source of (F) signal I got solid lock which I expect as I had done this 

briefly earlier when I check to see if decade counter where working as I did not have to system was in 



look lock so frequencies were not jumping around.  I did it again so I could take a better look at the (G) 

signal and felt it might be closer to real operation as sensed frequency should be close to (G) as that is 

what is generating it. While there will be a phase delay the signals should be in the same frequency 

range which they are not when using a fixed frequency (H) input. 

While doing this testing it was very easy see the effect of changing the gate pulse width as signal stays in 

lock even during 8 second scan.  What is not easy to see is the actual frequency to the carries pulses in 

(G) as the frequency the gate pulses are what is picked up by scope unless you zoom so you are mostly 

seeing only one pulse width then scope picks of the carrier frequency. 

At this point I am a lot more comfortable with this circuit.  Trying to the lock test with a fixed input (H) 

allowed me to lean several things and was useful but it also caused some problems especially when 

trying to focus on lock 

As much trouble I had seeing the carrier frequencies inside the gate signal as scope keeps trying to lock 

on the gate frequencies test the other side of coils is going to be interesting. 

Summary, 

I learned a lot testing this circuit. I can see where gate and carrier are merged.  What I did not expect 

was the carrier is generated in this circuit. I always assumed that was done by K3.  I found that 

resonance lock is based on phasing and exact match is not required.  What I did not find was where the 

phase range is actually set, unless it done by the POT on front panel. Reason I mention it there have 

been a lot of comments that you need to cap up frequencies to keep system for running away and 

burning up components.  It would be extremely hard to that with the POT if it could be done at all. 

I did find a couple of things that need to be fixed.  The LEDs need to be on a separate voltage source do 

their negative impact on voltage levels used to created frequencies in VCO.  Other drawings imply this 

but are not real clear what they should be.  There is a huge mismatch on the (A) signal input is a 5-volt 

levels when 12-volt levels are required.  

Gate in signal causes issue with lock, at least when comparing with a signal that does have it in it.  More 

testing with a real feed back signal needs to be done as I did not have one. 

All I can say for sure about the decade counters is they do decrease the frequency dividing it by 10 in 

each stage.  The also change the phase relationship testing in the 4046 as their output is fed back into 

pin 3.  While I can see what they are doing from the screen shots I posted, my speculation that they can 

be used to conditioning is just that as I have not hard evidence that it is true. 

This circuit more that any of the others, required you to be aware of what each of the inputs and output 

do and they need to present and working for the circuit to even operate correctly. 

At this point my interim, testing is completed.  Final testing will require a working coil which I am a long 

way from having.  I will do a build check to verify that the hardwired version of circuit works correctly 

main to check for mistakes.  I have already done that for part of the circuit as I had to put it on to 

separate breadboards and already did the part with decade counters and their LED and tested it used it 

for screens shots of decade testing. 


